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SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (PRNewswire) — Following widespread reports that the "got
milk?" slogan has been shelved, the California Milk Processor Board (CMPB), its
creator, wants to remind us all that the tag line and campaign are very much alive
and thriving in California.
Conceived by agency Goodby, Silverstein & Partners for the CMPB in 1993, "got
milk?" became so successful it was quickly licensed and adopted by the national
Milk Processor Education Program (MilkPEP) for use in their Milk Mustache campaign
(which originally carried the line, "MILK – What a surprise!", and then transitioned to
"MILK - Where's your mustache?"). MilkPEP also ran the California TV campaign for
four years.
Since 1996, however, the work in California and the work from the national board
have been totally separate creations, linked only by the "got milk?" tag.
Over the past two decades, "got milk?" regularly tests at the top of all beverage
advertising slogans, and remains one of the most honored campaigns in advertising
history.
"To paraphrase Mark Twain, reports of the end of "got milk?" are greatly
exaggerated," says Steve James, executive director of the CMPB. "The national milk
trade group has decided to move away from its Milk Mustache campaign and
develop a new tag line, but "got milk?" and its consumer equity continue to be very
much alive in California. We wish them luck, but the fact remains that the California
board anticipates using our beloved slogan for many years to come."
The first "got milk?" commercial ran on October 29, 1993. It featured a history
aficionado listening to a radio call-in show while eating a mouthful of peanut butter.
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The listener desperately lunged for a carton of milk as he mouthed the unintelligible
answer to the $10,000 trivia question, "Aaron Burr." This commercial remains one of
the most popular and easily recalled spot in advertising history.
Video of Original &quot;got milk?&quot; commercial - Who shot Alexander
Hamilton?

For more information, visit www.gotmilk.com [1]. Like "got milk?" on Facebook [2]
or follow @gotmilk [3] on Twitter and @officialgotmilk on Twitter.
About the CMPB
The California Milk Processor Board was established in 1993 to make milk more
competitive and increase milk consumption in California. Awareness of "got milk?"
is over 90% nationally and it is considered one of the most important and successful
campaigns in history. The trademark was voted #1 most influential tagline since
1948 (Tagline Guru, 2005), and "Aaron Burr" was voted #1 in USA Today's poll of
The Best 10 Ads of All Time (USA Today, 2002). "Got milk?" is a federally registered
trademark that has been licensed by the national dairy boards since 1995. The
CMPB's Spanish-language campaign began in 1994 using the tagline "Familia, Amor
y Leche" (Family, Love and Milk). The TOMA LECHE (Drink Milk) campaign replaced
it in 2006, following a growing trend in Hispanic food advertising that uses wit and
humor to reach audiences. "Got milk?" gifts and recipes can be viewed at
www.gotmilk.com and www.tomaleche.com. The CMPB is funded by all California
milk processors and administered by the California Department of Food and
Agriculture.
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